A lthough numerous techniques have been developed to monitor autophagy and to probe its cellular functions, these methods cannot evaluate in sufficient detail the autophagy process, and suffer limitations from complex experimental setups and/or systematic errors. Here we developed a method to image, contextually, the number and pH of autophagic intermediates by using the probe mRFP-GFP-LC3B as a ratiometric pH sensor. This information is expressed functionally by AIPD, the pH distribution of the number of autophagic intermediates per cell. AIPD analysis reveals how intermediates are characterized by a continuous pH distribution, in the range 4.5-6.5, and therefore can be described by a more complex set of states rather than the usual biphasic one (autophagosomes and autolysosomes). AIPD shape and amplitude are sensitive to alterations in the autophagy pathway induced by drugs or environmental states, and allow a quantitative estimation of autophagic flux by retrieving the concentrations of autophagic intermediates.
Introduction
Autophagy is a fundamental cellular pathway whereby cytoplasmic material, including organelles, reach lysosomes for degradation. [1] [2] [3] Three primary types of autophagy have been classified (macroautophagy, microautophagy, and chaperonemediated autophagy), and among these, macroautophagy (hereafter autophagy), the most extensively studied, is mediated by organelles known as autophagosomes. Upon induction, a vesicular sac called the phagophore, elongates, and encloses a portion of cytoplasm, which results in the formation of a double-membrane structure, the autophagosome (Fig. 1A) . Then, the outer membrane of the autophagosome fuses with a lysosome to form an autolysosome, leading to the degradation of the enclosed materials. Recovered amino acids and other small molecules are delivered back to the cytoplasm for recycling or for energy production. Increasing evidence suggests that the deregulation of autophagy may contribute to a broad spectrum of human disorders, including neurodegenerative diseases (Alzheimer, Parkinson, Huntington, and Creutzfeldt-Jakob), cardiomyopathy (Danon disease), tumorigenesis, aberrant antigen presentation, infectious diseases, cell death, type II diabetes, and fatty liver. 1, 2, 4 Consequently, there is a rapidly growing need for accurately monitoring autophagy in diverse biological processes.
The term "autophagic flux" denotes the process of autophagosome synthesis, delivery of autophagic substrates to lysosomes, and degradation of autophagic substrates inside lysosomes. Ideally, an experimental method for the assessment of the autophagic flux should detect the different intermediates in the autophagy pathway (early autophagosome, autolysosome, autophagic degradation products) and mRFP-EGFP-LC3B, monomeric red fluorescent protein-enhanced green fluorescent protein-MAP1LC3B tandem construct; MTOR, mechanistic target of rapamycin (serine/threonine kinase); PG, phagophores; RPS6, ribosomal protein S6; STX17, syntaxin 17; UV, ultraviolet radiation.
Keywords: autophagic flux, autophagy, cathepsin B, chloroquine, fluorescence microscopy, LysoSensor, mechanistic target of rapamycin (serine/threonine kinase), microtubule-associated protein 1 light chain 3, mRFP-GFP-LC3, pH ratiometric sensor, phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase catalytic subunit type 3, pHrodo red, rapamycin, starvation, 3-methyladenine Abbreviations: 3-MA, 3-methyladenine; AI, autophagic intermediates; AIPD, autophagic intermediates pH distribution; AL, autolysosomes; AL E , early autolysosomes; AL M , mature autolysosomes; AP, autophagosomes; CHL, chloroquine; CTSB, cathepsin B; DsRed, Discosoma sp. red fluorescent protein; EGFP, enhanced green fluorescent protein; FRET, fluorescence resonance energy transfer; HEK-293T, human embryonic kidney 293; L, lysosomes; LPD, LysoSensor Yellow/Blue pH distribution; MAP1LC3B, microtubuleassociated protein 1 light chain 3 b; mRFP, monomeric red fluorescent protein; their concentrations. This information is critical, for instance, to determine whether an increase in intermediates represents an increase in autophagic degradation, or rather an inhibition in some steps of the autophagic pathway. Microtubule-associated protein 1 light chain 3 b (MAP1LC3B), a mammalian ortholog of yeast Atg8, exists on autophagosomes, 5 and therefore, this protein serves as a widely used marker for these organelles (Fig. 1B) . 6, 7 MAP1LC3B-based biochemical and microscopy assays, as well as the experimental manipulation of the autophagy pathway (through either knockout or knockdown of autophagy genes or the expression of dominant negative autophagy proteins) have facilitated the investigation of the autophagic system. However, these methods cannot monitor the autophagic flux as a whole, or require further cell manipulations that perturb the cellular state. 8 A useful assay to measure autophagic flux is based on the concept of lysosomal quenching of GFP in GFP-labeled autophagic substrates such as MAP1LC3B. GFP is a stably folded protein relatively resistant to lysosomal proteases. The low pH inside the autolysosome quenches the fluorescent signal of GFP. 6, 9 In contrast, mRFP is not quenched in autolysosomes. 10 By exploiting the difference in the photostability of these 2 fluorescent proteins, autophagic flux can be morphologically traced with an mRFP-EGFP-MAP1LC3B tandem construct 11 (called mRFP-EGFP-LC3B; representative images of the EGFP and mRFP emission channels are shown in Fig. 1B, C) . Indeed autophagosomes and autolysosomes, respectively labeled with yellow (mRFP and EGFP) and red (mRFP only) signals ("puncta"), can be counted to get a measure of the number of each intermediate, and if Figure 1 . mRFP-EGFP-LC3B is a ratiometric probe which allows monitoring autophagic flux. (A) Under autophagy induction, the phagophore (PG) engulfs a portion of the cytoplasm, forming a double-membrane autophagosome (AP). Subsequently, autophagosomes fuse with lysosomes (inner pH»4.8), to become autolysosomes. During this process mRFP-EGFP-LC3B is lipidated at its C terminus and recruited to both the inner and outer membrane of the autophagosome. After or before fusion with lysosomes, mRFP-EGFP-LC3B bound to the outer membrane is delipidated and detached from the outer membrane of the autolysosomes. The signals from EGFP that were present within the inner autophagosome membrane are quenched in the autolysosomal environment (pK = 6.0), but mRFP signals are relatively stable (pK D 4.5). Three different possible states of the probe (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ) with different ratios and different pH are reported as an example. The pH of an autolysosome in an early state (AL E ) is less acidic than the pH of an autolysosome in a mature state (AL M ) (B) green and (C) red emission channel of mRFP-EGFP-LC3B. (D) The overlap of the 2 channels (E) Overlap of the 2 channels with different emission settings (green photomultiplier voltage higher than the red one) shows how an arbitrary regulation of photomultiplier tubes gain values can significantly alter, within the same image, the relative contributions from the 2 channels, thus converting arbitrarily to "red" the yellow spots or vice versa. The arrows are pointing to some intermediates in which such change is evident. autophagic flux increases, both yellow and red puncta are increased. If, instead, autophagosome maturation into autolysosomes is blocked, only yellow puncta are increased. Although this assay can be used as an indicator of autophagic flux, it is not free from errors and biases, since, as shown in Figure 1D , active autolysosomes can assume all the color gradations between yellow and red, depending on the value of the endosomal pH that quenches the EGFP signal; furthermore, an arbitrary regulation of the detector's settings can significantly alter, within the same image, the relative contributions from the 2 channels, thus converting arbitrarily to "red" the yellow spots or vice versa (Fig. 1E) . Therefore, simple counting of yellow to red spot leads to a biased estimation of AP and AL number. To improve autophagic flux determination, an mTagRFP-mWasabi-LC3B reporter was engineered, with a monomeric green fluorescent protein that is more acid sensitive than EGFP and therefore completely quenched in autolysosomes. 12 However, this method only allows distinguishing between acidic and neutral compartments, with no contextual information on their pH. Rosado et al. 13 have constructed a pH-insensitive RFP combined with a pHsensitive GFP. The resultant probe, "Rosella," was used in live cells to follow autophagic engulfment of both cytosol and specific organelles. Unfortunately this probe requires dual excitation and dual emission; therefore it is generally inadequate to follow rapid events in highly motile structures. In this regard, the observation of autolysosome formation using Rosella may be limited by the poor spatiotemporal resolution of conventional confocal microscopes. Moreover, the red protein employed, DsRed-T3, has several drawbacks, including slow chromophore maturation and poor solubility.
14 Another pH-sensitive probe was employed to monitor autophagy, mKeima. 15 Unfortunately, mKeima is not a MAP1LC3B-associated probe, requiring therefore costaining of autophagic organelles and dual-excitation, with the same temporal resolution limits of Rosella. Furthermore, since excitation wavelength of mKeima is in the ultraviolet (UV) spectrum, phototoxicity ensues as an unavoidable side effect. Moreover, autophagy can be induced by UV irradiation, perturbing unavoidably the autophagic assay. 16 We present in this paper a method that overcomes the above limitations. The method exploits the full potential of mRFP-EGFP-LC3B probe to image, contextually, the number and the pH of autophagy intermediates using the tandem fluorescent protein as a dual-emission ratiometric pH probe, in a fashion that is unbiased with respect to instrumental setup or observer subjectivity. With this technique, the autophagic flux is fully characterized by the pH distribution of the number of autophagic intermediates per cell, AIPD. The method reveals that intermediates are characterized by a broad pH distribution, compatible with a more complex set of states with respect to the expected biphasic one (autophagosomes and autolysosomes). Furthermore, differences in both shape and amplitude of AIPD reveal different kinetic properties for autophagy induced by drugs (rapamycin, chloroquine, 3-methyladenine) or environmental states (serum "starvation"), and allow a quantitative estimation of autophagic flux by the determination of the stoichiometry of intermediates.
Results mRFP-EGFP-LC3B is a ratiometric pH-sensitive probe for acidic intracellular compartments During autophagosome formation, mRFP-EGFP-LC3B is lipidated at its C terminus and recruited to both the inner and outer membrane of the forming autophagosome (MAP1LC3B-I to MAP1LC3B-II transition, Fig. 1A ). After lysosome-autophagosome fusion, mRFP-GFP-LC3 bound to the outer membrane of the autolysosomes is delipidated and detached. 11 Although MAP1LC3B is currently thought to function primarily in the cytosol, where the formation of autophagosome occurs, EGFP-MAP1LC3B often appears to be enriched in the nucleoplasm relative to the cytoplasm (Fig. 1B  and C) . 17 In order for autophagosomes and autolysosomes to be labeled with 2 distinct single colors (yellow and red), the pH of the intermediates should assume only 2 discrete values. Instead, active autolysosomes can assume all color gradations between yellow and red ( Fig. 1D) , depending only on pH since the EGFP signal is instantly (<1 msec interval) quenched by the protonation of its fluorophore. 11, 18 This complication, together with the arbitrary regulation of detector efficiencies, can bias the count of "red" and "yellow" spots (Fig. 1E) . Conversely, we speculated that the classification of autophagy intermediates by organelle pH, possibly a) using the same probe that marks autophagic intermediates to avoid dual transfections, and b) with a single excitation wavelength to avoid time lapses between acquisitions, would overcome the above systematic errors in number estimations.
EGFP is a sensitive pH indicator, 19 and it has been already used to monitor nonratiometrically pH variations in cell compartments. 19, 20 EGFP is characterized by high emissivity of the anionic state in the green (e 488 D 60,000
, although its pK a (5.8 to 6.2) makes it unsuitable for monitoring high pH subcellular components. For monitoring the pH of autophagic intermediates, however, this pKa value is optimal. Based on the different pH sensitivity of EGFP and mRFP (pK 4.5), 11 we measured the pH dependency of mRFP-EGFP-LC3B emission spectra excited at 488 nm, to examine whether a pH-ratiometric imaging is feasible (Fig. 1F) . The emission spectrum results in a superposition of EGFP emission (range 500 to 600nm) and mRFP emission (range 600 to 700 nm). The quenching effect of pH on EGFP fluorescence is visible from the drop off in fluorescence of 115%, when pH decreases from 9.0 to 5.8. The concurrent decrease in the range 650 to 700 (mRFP emission) is lower (about 40%), due to fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) between EGFP and mRFP. 22 This contribution is small (low quantum efficiency of mRFP makes it disadvantageous as a FRET acceptor 23 ), and since the decrease is only one-third of that observed in EGFP window of emission, mRFP-EGFP-LC3 allows a ratiometric readout. Quenching of mRFP is negligible since it is present only at an extreme pH range (i.e. pH D 3.5-4.5). Lysosomal degradation of the whole tandem does not influence the readout, because variations in concentration are ruled out from the ratio; moreover, lysosomal degradation rate is conceivably the same for EGFP and mRFP, which have a very similar molecular mass (»27 KdA) and conformation. 18, 24, 25 The ratio R between the emission intensity in the green range (F G ) and the emission intensity in the red range (F R ) reflects EGFP quenching by hydrogen ions. This ratio R = F G /F R can be modeled by the equation
Where R f is the dynamic range of the probe, R 0 is the ratiometric offset, pK A is the ratiometric pK. In Figure 1G , ratio R versus pH is plotted. A fit of the experimental points with Equation 1 permits to determine the pK A of the probe equal to 6.0. By inverting Equation [1] :
It is possible to link measured R values to pH, using as calibrators for R 0 probe solutions of known pH in the range pK A +1, pK A -1, provided that during the experimental session detector's settings are kept unchanged. The dynamic range of the probe is comparable with other probes in the same pK A range ( Table 1) and is characterized by the lowest pK A , making it optimal to be used in acidic compartments. The reliability of pH readout in live cells was further validated by using the pH-sensitive probe LysoSensor Yellow/Blue (see below).
Determination of AIPD
By using the pseudo-colored map of R we can simultaneously evaluate the number and pH of autophagic intermediates for untreated HEK-293T (CTRL) cells ( Fig AIPD (autophagy Intermediates pH distribution), which gives the number of intermediates per cell at an established pH, is retrieved by measuring directly the pH value on the R-map, for each intermediate. To construct the AIPD, the first step is to "bin" the range of pH valuesthat is, divide the entire range of pH values into a series of small intervals-and then count how many values fall into each interval. Each AIPD value is therefore proportional to the count of intermediates with the selected pH. According to this construction, the total area of the AIPD represents the number of puncta per cell n, equal to 10.2. AIPD (Fig. 2C) is characterized by a broad and continuous distribution in the range 4.5-6.5. The distribution is neither Gaussian, nor symmetric: the distribution presents a shoulder between pH D 4.5 and pH D 5.4, a peak at pH D 5.6 and then it damps at pH D 6.6.
Effects of autophagy inductors and inhibitors on autophagic intermediates
Blockade of the nutrient sensitive cascade triggered by MTOR (mechanistic target of rapamycin [serine/threonine kinase]), through either growth factor withdrawal or the antibiotic inhibitor rapamycin, represents a broadly used method to induce autophagy in mammalian cells. 27, 28 Serum deprivation of HEK-293T cells for 16 h triggers autophagy, as biochemically revealed by a) the appearance of the PE-conjugated form of the fluorescent probe as a faster migrating band (LC3-II) in anti-MAP1LC3B western blots (Fig. S1A) ; b) almost complete disappearance of the endogenous unlipidated (LC3-I) MAP1LC3B in the same assay, suggestive of active autophagic degradation (Fig. S1B) . These events are paralleled by a reduced activity of the nutrient-sensitive MTOR cascade, monitored by the (Ser235/236) phosphorylation of the downstream effector RPS6 (Fig.  S1C) . Of note, treatment of nutrientreplete HEK-293T cells with the lysosome inhibitor chloroquine allows the accumulation of the endogenous LC3B-II while the unlipidated form completely disappears. This pattern is consistent with chloroquine acting at multiple levels in the autophagic cascade: by blocking cargo degradation in lysosomes in the final step, and by accelerating the upstream events leading to autophagosome formation, through an inhibitory action on MTOR (Fig. S1C) . 29 We investigated the effects of starvation on HEK-293T cells by retrieving Rmap for serum-deprived cells (STARV, overlap in Fig. 2A , R-map in Fig. 2B ), and the relative AIPD (Fig. 2C) . Upon starvation, AIPD area increases from n = 10 (control distribution of the untreated sample CTRL, Fig. 2A and B) to n = 32. A shift of the peak to higher pH and a reduction of the distribution asymmetry were also observed. As expected, rapamycin treatment (RAP, overlap in Fig. 2A , R-map in Fig. 2B and AIPD in Fig. 2C ) also leads to a similar increase of AIPD area (n = 36), only more pronounced at lower pH, with a concomitant increase of the distribution asymmetry. Treatment with both inducers (STARV+RAP, overlap in Fig. 2A , R-map in Fig. 2B and AIPD in Fig. 2C ) leads to a shape more closely resembling that of untreated cells (n = 9).
Among autophagic inhibitors, we tested chloroquine (CHL) and 3-methyladenine (3-MA). Chloroquine is a lysosomotropic agent that prevents endosomal acidification. It accumulates inside the acidic parts of the cell, including endosomes and lysosomes, preventing both fusion of autophagosomes with lysosomes and lysosomal protein degradation. 8 Upon chloroquine treatment (CHL, Fig. 2A , R-map in Fig. 2B and AIPD in Fig. 2C ), AIPD area increases up to n = 20 with a shift to higher pH values, and no obvious changes in the overall symmetry are observed. Chloroquine raised the number of intermediates by acting mainly on the AL M compartment (by a factor 9, Fig. 2C ). In order to monitor an inhibitory agent that does not raise the pH of organelles, we used 3MA, which blocks autophagosome formation via the inhibition of type III phosphatidylinositol 3-kinases. 3MA (overlap in Fig. 2A , R-map in Fig. 2B and AIPD in Fig. 2C ) had a weak effect on the overall number of intermediates, but a decrease of the right shoulder of AIPD and a concomitant increase of the left shoulders was observed.
pH and stoichiometric contribution of autophagic intermediates
To determine the relative stoichiometric contribution of the different intermediates, we further processed AIPD by Lorentzian deconvolution, which is more practical with respect to Gaussian deconvolution since the overlap area among the curves is greatly reduced. The same analytical method was used in deconvolution of histograms of redox images to separate the contributions of oxidized and reduced spots.
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The 3 Lorentzian deconvolution 30 turned out to be the most stable method, yielding 3 principal populations: the first peaked at pH D 6.0 (orange line), the second at pH D 5.6 (green line), the third at pH D 5.3 (blue line). The black line is therefore the sum of 3 contributions.
In Fig. 3A the pH of the deconvolved populations are reported. It is conceivable that the first population represents autophagosomes (AP, pH D 6.0, orange), whether the second and (Fig. 3B and C) .
Absolute quantifications of autophagy intermediates revealed marked differences in cell response to different inducers. We observed a net increase of APs (by a factor 2.2) and ALs (by a factor 5.6 for AL E and 3 for AL M ) in response to serum deprivation, whereas rapamycin increased ALs by a factor 7 in both of its forms but had a little effect on APs (20% increase). Combination of both stimuli led to normalization of total intermediates, with an 80% decrease of APs and a raise of AL E by a factor 2.6. Chloroquine raised the number of intermediates by acting mainly on the AL M compartment (by a factor 9, Fig. 3B ). Upon 3-MA treatment, a severe reduction of AP, and a simultaneous raise in AL E and AL M were detected. These changes were mirrored by important differences in percentage distributions among the different samples (Fig. 3C) with the fraction of APs dropping from 62% in control cells to 44%, 24%, and 13%, respectively, in cells exposed to starvation, rapamycin, or their combination. AP population decrease to 2% in 3-MA treated cells.
Use of mRFP-GFP-LC3 on the Caco2 cell line
HEK-293T cells usually demonstrate a significant induction of autophagy as determined by conversion of MAP1LC3B-I to MAP1LC3B-II detected by western blotting. Caco-2 cells, a heterogeneous human colorectal adenocarcinoma cell line, were transfected with mRFP-EGFP-LC3B. AIPD of untreated cells (overlap in Fig. 3D , and AIPD in Fig. 3E ) was very similar to that observed in HEK-293T cells, characterized by a broad and continuous distribution in the range 4.5-6.5. Rapamycin treatment (overlap in Fig. 4F , and AIPD in Fig. 4G ) led to an increase of AIPD area (n = 14) that was overall smaller with respect to HEK-293T cells, but more pronounced at lower pH, with a concomitant increase of the distribution asymmetry. In Fig. 4H , absolute quantifications of autophagy intermediates are reported for Caco2 cells. The decrease of AP population was abrupt, passing from 4.5 to 1.4 puncta per cell, while the AL E population increased from 3.8 to 5.5 and AL M from 1.1 to 6.6 puncta per cell.
Effects of autophagy inducers and late suppressors on lysosomes
In order to test the reliability of the probe, and to get a contemporary assessment of lysosome stoichiometric weight, we analyzed cells marked with LysoSensor Yellow/Blue (pK = 4.3), which stains all the acidic organelles, in the same experimental conditions. From the ratio map of LysoSensor-stained cells (Fig. 4A) it is possible to extract the LysoSensor Yellow/Blue pH distribution (LPD), which gives number (n lys ) and pH of all the acidic organelles. The control LPD, since it monitors also not-yet-fused lysosomes (Fig. 4B) , has a range of variation shifted toward lower pH values (»0.8) with respect to AIPD. Upon starvation, distribution increases especially in its right shoulder, from n lys = 30 to 35, indicating a higher number of autophagic intermediates in the pH range 5.5-6.5, with respect to control distribution. Rapamycin treatment led to a doubling of LPD area (n lys = 65). Treatment with both inducers again led to a shape more similar to that of the control, but with a wider area (n lys = 43). As a main effect, chloroquine caused a marked reduction of stained acidic organelles (n lys = 20). Treatment with 3-MA (n lys = 30) led to a normalization to control values.
By a 2-Lorentzian deconvolution of LPD it is possible to recover and distinguish between the number of acidic organelles as lysosomes (L) and autophagic intermediates (AI = AP+AL). In this case the 3-Lorentzian deconvolution employed above does not give stable results, because the sensitivity of the probe is very low in the pH range higher than pK+1 = 5.3. The first Lorentzian (representing the contribution of Ls) has peaked at pH L = 5.0, whether the second (representing the AI contribution) at pH AI = 5.4. In Fig. 4C the pH of the deconvolved populations are reported for each case. Significant pH shifts of AI population in the serum-starved and rapamycin-treated cells were in good agreement with that observed in AIPD (Fig. 2C) . Also in this case the number of organelles of each family was retrieved by the area fraction under each Lorentzian. In Fig. 4D , the number of L and AI are reported. With respect to the control of untreated cells, there was a net increase upon starvation of AI (5.5 times) at the expenses of Ls, which dropped off abruptly (60% decrease), likely because of their enhanced fusion with newly formed APs. With rapamycin treatment an analog increase in both AI (4.7 times), and lysosomes (1.8 times) was detected. When cells were treated with both inducers, the increases in AI (16%) and L (52%) were less pronounced. Conversely, when cells were treated with chloroquine, a concomitant decrease of L (70%) and AI (46%) was detected. This can reflect a neutralization of acidic compartments, more than a change in their stoichiometry, and was consistent with biochemical evidence of lipidated MAP1LC3B (MAP1LC3BII) accumulation in this sample (Fig. S1) . 3-MA treated cells showed a relative percentage of L and AI similar to that of chloroquine treated cells. In Fig. S2 a linear correlation between the number of AI retrieved by LysoSensor Yellow/Blue (n AI ) and mRFP-GFP-LC3 (n), reveals a good agreement between the 2 methods. A systematic down-estimation of the number of autophagic intermediates by LysoSensor Yellow/Blue was caused by the worse sensitivity in the high (>5.3) pH region, and, to a lesser extent, by the intrinsic limit of the pH-based deconvolution method, which can include in the lysosomal fraction some autolysosomes (no more than 30%).
Distribution of CTSB content in AP, AL E , AL M To establish if a functional difference exists among the 3 populations, we analyzed their CTSB (cathepsin B) content. CTSB is an enzymatic protein belonging to the peptidase (or protease) family. To this aim, we measured fluorescence by contextually labeling cells with EGFP-CTSB and pHrodo Ò Red AM. We could not use mRFP-GFP-LC3 for this peculiar characterization because this probe emits in the green thus masking EGFP-CTSB. By measuring the pH of the intermediates through pHrodo Ò Red AM we can discriminate, according to our classification, among lysosomes (5.0 > pH), AL M (5.0 < pH < 5.4), AL E (5.4 < pH < 5.8) and AP (5.8 < pH < 6.2). We can then measure the CTSB fluorescence intensity (proportional to CTSB concentration) from each region. In Fig. 5A , the fluorescence image of GFP-CTSB construct for untreated cells is reported. In Fig. 5B the pHrodo Ò image from the same sample is reported and in Fig. 5C the overlap is reported. In the histogram in Fig. 5D the concentrations of CTSB in the different compartments are reported, showing a continuous increase in CTSB, going from alkaline toward acidic compartments.
Discussion
In order to detect the different intermediates in the autophagy together with their concentrations, we developed a method to image, contextually, the number and the pH of autophagy intermediates using mRFP-EGFP-LC3B tandem employed in a ratiometric way, which allows the measurement of AIPD.
According to AIPD analysis, intermediates are characterized by a continuous pH distribution in the range 4.5-6.5. We have then identified a more complex set of states compared to the expected one, characterized by values clustered in 2 main populations (autophagosomes and autolysosomes). In our model, we dissected 3 major populations: AP, AL E and AL M . The pH distribution of each population is also a continuous rather than a discrete one: indeed, APs are characterized by a range of values going from 6.2 to 5. The reason for the pH heterogeneity of AL E and AL M populations is the acidification process triggered by the fusion of lysosomes with autophagosomes after the association of STX17 (syntaxin 17). 32 Indeed the pH of lysosomes is also heterogeneous and is not a prerequisite for fusion, 33 and the number of lysosomes fusing with an AP could vary, as shown by the continuous increase in the local concentration of CTSB, which is higher in AL M with respect to AL E and APs (Fig. 5) . This observation confirms that the fusion with lysosome is a non-discrete process, and that a "2-state" based discrimination between APs and ALs could be an oversimplification. Moreover, the observation that CTSB content in the AP population is nearly zero, confirms that this organelle population has not encountered lysosomes yet. In this context, the reasons for the pH heterogeneity of the AP population (pH 5.8-6.2) should be independent from lysosomes: for example, differences in the organelle content and membrane protein composition, the balance of proton pumps and leaks, 34 differences in the organelles implicated in the origin of the phagophore 35, 36 may broaden the pH spectrum. Variations in the amplitude (variance) of the AP contribution on AIPD may detect these potential sources of heterogeneity.
AIPD, in all cases examined, is sensible in shape and amplitude to alterations in the autophagy process and allows a quantitative estimation of the autophagic flux through the simultaneous measurements of the number of intermediates involved in the autophagic process, by taking the ratio F = AL M /AP.
The ratio [AL M ]/[AP] is a reliable index for autophagic flux, because it corresponds to the reaction quotient, Q, which expresses the relative ratio of products to reactants at a given instant in the simple reaction model we adopted:
Following serum deprivation, a prototypical trigger of autophagy, we observed a doubling in the autophagic flux from 0.2 (control value) to 0.25 ( Fig. 6) : indeed the doubling of AP is accompanied by an increase of AP-L fusion, as shown by the marked increase of AL (6 times) and the concomitant decrease of L(60%). In response to rapamycin, autophagic flux increase is even higher (ratio 1.1): the increase of AL in both of its forms by a factor 7 is this time accompanied by a decrease of AP. By LysoSensor Yellow/Blue an important increase of Ls is observed, which may be ascribed to augmented lysosome biogenesis: indeed inhibition of MTOR (pharmacological, or by starvation) activates TFEB (transcription factor EB), which promotes lysosome biogenesis. 37, 38 This process can be an important factor to set a dose-response relationship and a temporal regulation of autophagy mechanisms. Under the combination of serum deprivation and rapamycin, the flux is even higher because, although the number of intermediates decreases, the ratio F is the highest with respect of all the observed cases. Of note, the synergistic effect of serum starvation and rapamycin-the latter a selective and potent MTOR complex 1 inhibitor-suggests that other pathways beside the MTOR cascade may contribute to autophagy triggering by serum deprivation. In Caco2 cells, where the nominal induction of autophagy seems less . Nevertheless a correct estimation of the different autophagic intermediates is possible. On the contrary, since the method relies on pH, the approach here presented is not useful in determining stoichiometry in conjunction with agents that neutralize lysosomal pH, as chloroquine. Additionally, conditions that alter lysosomal acidification may adversely affect results obtained from this assay.
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A very accurate estimation of both puncta per cell and APs/ALs population is therefore possible with the dual-emission ratiometric use of mRFP-EGFP-LC3B assay, since the simultaneous measurement of the pH rules out systematic errors due to arbitrary detection and excitation settings and/or subjectivity of the observer in selection. The principal advantages of this probe are 1) the single, nonphototoxic, excitation wavelength; 2) it is targeted to autophagy intermediates, so it does not require double staining with an organelle-specific marker; 3) it is genetically encoded and ratiometric in emission, allowing real-time imaging. The exchange of m-Cherry 40 with mRFP may constitute an improvement to the probe and could improve photostability, although enhanced FRET efficiency could limit the dynamic range of the probe. Similarly, substitution of EGFP with GfpH, 41 while extending dynamic range and photostability of the probe (Table 1) , would also entail UV excitation, with phototoxicity as a side effect. For this kind of investigation, UV irradiation should be avoided even more, since it is itself conducive to autophagy. 16 The method outlined has a wide applicability: mRFP-EGFP can be a valuable tool to measure ratiometrically acidic pH in a cell, since it can be easily targeted to other kind of organelles. Moreover AIPD is, independently of the specific probe used to determine pH, a very useful tool to quantify the different intermediates, and to characterize analytically the process through the determination of autophagic flux.
In conclusion, the quantitative assessment of autophagic flux by the analytic measurement of AIPD through the ratiometric employment of mRFP-EGFP-LC3B allows investigating with high accuracy molecular mechanisms as the basis of a broad spectrum of autophagy-related diseases. the manufacturer's recommendations. Briefly, HEK-293T cells were seeded in glass-bottom dishes, left to adhere, and exposed to autophagic stimuli for 16 h as described above. LysoSensor Yellow/Blue (stock 1 mM in DMSO, pKa 4.2) or pHrodo (pKa 6.5) was then added directly to the medium at the final concentration of 5 mM and incubated for 2 h at 37 C, 5% CO 2 . At the end of the incubation cells were directly transferred to the confocal facility without further manipulation. LysoSensor Yellow/Blue fluorescence was excited at 760 nm (2-photon) and collected in the range 400 to 490 nm and 510 to 600 nm (emission) for ratiometric calculation. pHrodo red AM was excited at 543 nm and emission fluorescence was collected in the range 620 to 700 nm. pH was determined based on a calibration curve prepared with the same probe dissolved in buffers of different pH.
Materials and Methods

Cells
Cell stimulation Twenty-four h after transfection cells were trypsinized counted and reseeded at 10 5 /dish in matrix-coated 3.5-mm glassbottom dishes (Ibitreat, IbiDI, 81156). Cells were left to adhere and spread for 4.5 h, then the medium was replaced with serum-free Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium, and 5% fetal calf serum, 200 nM rapamycin (LC Laboratorier, R-5000) or 100 mM chloroquine (Sigma, C6628) added alone or in combination where required. Cells were exposed to the drug for 16 h. 3 MA (Sigma, M9281) was added at 5 mM, 30 min before autophagy induction (i.e., by serum deprivation) and kept for the entire incubation time (16 h).
Western blotting
Cells processed for imaging studies were lysed directly in the culture dishes with a lysis buffer (150 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8, 2 mM EDTA) containing 1% Triton X-100 (Sigma, 93443), protease and phosphatase inhibitors (Sigma, respectively I3911, P5726). After 20 min of passive lysis on ice, unlysed cells/nuclei were removed by centrifugation (22000g £ 10 min) and supernatant fractions assayed for protein content (DC Protein Assay; Bio-Rad, 5000111) mixed with 6x Laemmli buffer and subjected to SDS-PAGE, followed by electro-transfer onto nitrocellulose. Membranes were blocked at room temperature in 5% skim milk in TBS-T (Sigma, 91414) and incubated overnight with rabbit anti-MAP1LC3B or rabbit anti p-RPS6 (Ser235/236) antisera (Cell Signaling Technology, respectively 3868 and 2211). Immunocomplexes were visualized by incubation with a HRP-conjugated goat anti-rabbit secondary reagent (BioRad, 1706515) followed by ECL detection (GE Healthcare, RPN2232).
Confocal microscopy
Images were obtained by using an inverted confocal microscope (DMIRE2, Leica Microsystems, Germany) fitted with a 63X oil immersion objective (NA 1.4) and LCS 2.61 acquisition Software (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany). Internal photon multiplier tubes collected 8 bit, unsigned images at a 400 Hz scan speed. mRFP-GFP-LC3 was excited by an argon-ion laser line (excitation wavelength: 488 nm; emission ranges: 500 to 540: 640 to 740 nm). Photomultiplier tube gain values were set to 600 V and 450 V, and kept fixed during the experiment. Pinhole was set to 1 A.U. Z-stacks were acquired every 500 nm, to ensure a count of the puncta over the whole cell volume. Analysis of images acquired was performed with ImageJ 1.41 (NIH).
Construction of R-images
The R index was obtained by calculating the ratio between fluorescence emissions in the 500 to 540 and 640 to 740 nm ranges, upon sample excitation at 488 nm. By mapping R over the entire microscope scanning field, R-images can be created with the homemade downloadable software Redox Maps Generator 1.0. 42 
Determination of number and pH of intermediates
Green and red images were overlaid, and maxima of red and green channels, representing autophagy intermediates ("puncta"), were retrieved by the FIND MAXIMA plugin (ImageJ). Regions of interests, including whole organelles, were manually drawn in correspondence of the maxima, and fluorescence intensity values measured 43, 44 directly on the R-image through the SYNC WINDOWS plug-in (ImageJ). pH values are then obtained by Equation 2. Puncta without detectable EGFP fluorescence were minimized to less than 5% of the total number by setting adequate values for photomultipliers. At least 100 cells per sample were analyzed to build the histogram (»1000-4000 puncta).
Statistical analyses
Fluorescence intensities and intensity ratios data were presented as Mean §SD and differences were assessed by using x 2 -test. values of p < 0.05 were considered significant.
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